In this work we studied ST-T complex changes in the ECG as result of induced ischemia. The principal aim was to determine whether global changes in the ST-T complex were more sensitive markers of ischemic alterations than those based on measurements of changes at specific locations on ST segment or T wave. High-resolution ECGs from patients undergoing percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty in one of the major coronary arteries were analyzed to give a description of the period from the end of active depolarization (QRS complex) to the end of active repolarization (T wave). During artery occlusion traditional local measurements of the ST-T complex were compared to global measurements based on the Karhunen-Loè ve transform. An ischemic change sensor parameter was estimated for each of the studied indexes showing that global measurements detected changes better in the repolarization period in a larger number of leads and with higher sensitivity (more than 85%) than was done using local measurements (sensitivity of 64% with ST level, 33% with T-wave maximum position, and 37% with T-wave maximum amplitude). Using these global indexes it was found that most cases of ST-segment changes were accompanied by T-wave changes (72% of patients). With the use of traditional indexes 23% of patients showed no changes in the repolarization period, whereas with global indexes this percentage decreased to 8%. Thus a global representation of the entire ST-T complex appears to be more suitable than local measurements when studying the initial stages of myocardial ischemia.
INTRODUCTION
Myocardial ischemia is caused by a lack of oxygen to the contractile cells. The transient occlusion of a coronary artery can result in reversible ischemia, and a prolonged obstruction may lead to myocardial infarction with its severe sequelae of heart failure and arrhythmias and maybe even patient death. The ST-T complex of the ECG reflects the time period from the end of active ventricular depolarization to the end of repolarization in the electrical cardiac cycle. Further, the ST segment is influenced by resting potential, particularly in the setting of acute ischemia. Ischemia is usually quantified in the standard ECG by changes in values of measured amplitudes, times, and durations on the ST-T complex. Different stages of the severity of ischemic progression have been described (1) : the first stage is characterized by T-wave amplitude increase without simultaneous ST segment change. Second, as the ischemia extends transmurally through the myocardium, the intracellular action potential shortens and the injured cells become hyperpolarized, producing an ''injury current'' that is shown as horizontal ST segment deviation. At the last stage the ischemia is so extensive that the terminal portion of the active depolarization waveform (QRS complex) is altered. Previously alterations in the QRS complex had traditionally been associated with myocardial necrosis. A model evolution of ventricular action potentials during an ischemic process can be seen at the top of Fig. 1 and, at the bottom, a simulated ECG ischemic progression is shown.
Percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) provides an excellent model to investigate the electrophysiological changes of transmural ischemia. The sudden complete coronary occlusion produced by balloon angioplasty allows the study of the initial minutes of the ischemic process that would eventually lead to acute myocardial infarct (2) . Several studies have shown different ECG changes evoked by PTCA when the occlusion was prolonged (3) (4) (5) .
Most of the commonly used indexes in cardiology are based on single local measurements on the ECG: ST segment deviations (6, 7) , QT variability (8) (9) (10) , repolarization alternans (11, 12) , etc. However, there is not a test reported in the literature which can robustly detect the presence, extent, and severity of ischemia in monitoring applications. The Karhunen-Loè ve transform (KLT) has previously been studied in ECG signal processing (13) (14) (15) . The KLT was used in the study of spatial and temporal compression of body surface potential maps (16, 17) and recently in ECG data compression (18) , improving the results of other orthogonal transforms. In a precedent work (19) , the KLT was successfully applied to analyze the ST segment of the ECG, with the specific aim of obtaining noise-tolerant methods for ischemia detection. The KLT was recently applied to the entire ST-T complex in ischemic changes monitoring (20) .
Traditionally the ECG is studied by means of measurements at specific points of it, e.g., ST level. We call them local indexes. On the other hand, we call global indexes the measurements that take into account the information contained in a segment of the ECG signal, e.g., the KL-based indexes. In this work we want to study the global changes of the entire ST-T complex during the inflation period of PTCA and compare these with the traditional measurements of ST segment and T wave (position and amplitude) from the standard ECG. We study a new way to evaluate myocardial ischemia on the ECG based on the KLT applied to the entire ST-T complex to include as much information about the ventricular repolarization period as possible (including not only ST segment deviations but T wave changes as well). First we will describe how the KLT is applied to the different ECG segments and how the KL-based indexes are obtained. Then we will define a parameter that will permit the comparison of the indexes' sensitivity for induced ischemia detection. We will also study the incidence of ischemia on the different ECG intervals.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Population and ECG Acquisition
The study group consisted of 108 patients receiving elective prolonged PTCA in one of the major coronary arteries at the Charleston Area Medical Center in West Virginia. Twenty-five patients were excluded because they had ventricular tachycardia, underwent an emergency procedure, or demonstrated signal loss during the acquisition. A total of 92 dilations in 83 patients (55 males, 28 females) were included in this study. The inflation times ranged from 1 min 30 s to 7 min 17 s (mean 4 min 23 s). Notice the long mean period of occlusion compared to a normal procedure. The locations of the 92 dilations were left anterior descending artery in 30 patients, right coronary artery in 39 patients, and left circumflex artery in 23 patients. Nine leads (V1-V6, I, II, and III) were recorded using equipment by Siemens-Elema AB (Solna, Sweden) and digitized at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz and amplitude resolution of 0.6 ȐV. One or two control ECGs (in the room and/or catheterization laboratory) prior to the procedure and several postinflation ECGs were recorded for each patient.
Karhunen-Loève Transform
The KLT is an orthogonal linear transform which is optimal in the sense that it concentrates the signal information in the minimum number of parameters (in the mean square error (MSE) sense) (21) . The KLT is a signal-dependent transform and must be derived from the statistics of the signals to be analyzed. Thus, the KLT requires that a representative ''training set'' of signals is collected to obtain the KLT basis functions (eigenfunctions). The KLT can be understood as a rotational transformation of a pattern vector (the signal vector to be represented) into a feature vector, composed by the KL coefficients. The first few components of the coefficients vector represent almost all the signal energy. The KLT basis functions are derived from the covariance matrix C of the training set estimated as T (ͰЈ indicates that it is a nonnormalized vector, calculated as [2] with i representing the ith order KL basis function and x the signal vector (in our case the analyzed complex or wave) with length N. The dynamic evolution of the signal can be characterized by the study of the coefficient time series, Ͱ i (n), where i is the series order and n is the occurrence time order. The time series Ͱ i (n) can also be normalized with respect to a constant value given by the square root of a template signal vector energy and estimated as
where E n 0 is the energy of the template vector (x n 0 ). The use of the template normalization permits the quantitative interpretation of different KL series, with respect to the template beat coefficients. An adaptive transversal algorithm can be used to remove noise which is uncorrelated to the signal (22) . When the LMS algorithm is used in the estimation of the Ͱ i (n) series the time constant for the convergence of the MSE is where Ȑ is the step-size parameter of the LMS algorithm and N is the length (number of samples) of the signal. The steady-state signal-to-noise ratio improvement (⌬SNR) in the Ͱ i (n) series estimation obtained using the adaptive filter (22) is approximately
The classical trade-off between convergence time (tracking capability) and signalto-noise ratio improvement (related to the misadjustment) appears with the selection of the LMS step-size parameter. For a given signal vector x n it is possible to calculate the percentage of energy represented by the ith coefficient, E P n (i) ϭ 100 N Ͱ 
In this work we have studied three ECG intervals (ST segment, T wave, and the entire ST-T complex) for the detection of ischemic changes. The different windows used in the KL basis functions derivation and Ͱ i (n) series estimation are represented in Fig. 2 . For the ST segment window we used the first 50 ms of the ST-T complex window, whose beginning is referred to a fixed distance (85 ms) from the QRS fiducial point detected by Aristotle (23) . The beginning of the T-wave window was selected 100 ms from the ST-T complex window beginning, and the end of the T-wave (and ST-T complex) window was selected depending on the heart rate (HR). The training set used in this study was obtained from the QT database (24) that is composed of signals including different T-wave shapes, ST deviation patterns, etc. Signal preprocessing (including selection of beats labeled as normal according to Aristotle (23), cubic splines baseline wander rejection (25) , and correction for the effects of the HR using Bazett's formula (26) ) was applied in the derivation of the basis functions. Each set of eigenfunctions (for ST segment, T wave, and ST-T complex) was derived using more than 200,000 preprocessed and selected waveforms (coming from a twoleads ECG recorder). The first four KL basis functions derived for the T wave ( Each Ͱ i (n) series of the different windows was estimated by normalizing with respect to the square root of the complex energy of the template beat selected for the entire study (see Fig. 4 ). From the definition of the Ͱ i (n) series given in Eq. [3] it is evident that a given beat with smaller Ͱ i (n) coefficients (in absolute value) than those of the template beat will have less energy. Furthermore the deviations of its coefficients' values from those of the template beat will give information about the differences between the analyzed and the template beats related to the basis functions shape; e.g., a smaller (in absolute value) Ͱ STT i (n) coefficient than that corresponding to the template beat, Ͱ STT i (n 0 ), means that the STT i basis function (Fig. 3 ) has a smaller contribution and representation strength in the analyzed beat than in the template beat. For T wave or ST segment the description is similar.
With the first two to four Ͱ i (n) coefficients series it is possible to represent 70-90% of the complex energy (20) . In the next computer simulations it will be seen that it is also possible to track ST segment, T-wave, or ST-T changes following the evolution of the estimated series for each interval.
Computer Simulations and Series Interpretation
The capability of the KL series to represent repolarization changes was studied by means of different computer simulations of: (a) ST level depression and (b) T-wave morphology changes without significant ST level change. These simulations show that the first two Ͱ i (n) series are sufficient to track morphology changes in the repolarization period. The first simulation, corresponding to a ST-level depression of approximately 150 ȐV in combination with a small decrease of T-wave amplitude (50 ȐV), can be seen in Fig. 5 . The top shows the evolution of the ST-T complex shape along the ischemia simulation and the bottom the first four Ͱ i (n) time series of ST-T complex. It is evident that the largest changes occur in the first two series, which have also the maximum representation strength (the percentage of represented energy, E P n (i), is high for the first two series (i ϭ 0, 1), whereas Ͱ (see Fig. 3 ). The second series presents smaller changes and its positive slope is due to the shape of STT 1 basis function (see Fig. 3 ) that takes negative values in the region of ST segment. The remaining coefficient series show even smaller changes. In Fig. 6 the computer simulation of T-wave changes is shown. In this example the T wave is approaching the QRS complex in combination with an increase of its amplitude but without significant changes in ST level (less than 50 ȐV). The evolution of the ST-T complex is shown in the top of Fig. 6 , starting with a T-wave maximum amplitude and position relative to the QRS fiducial point, T a ϭ 160 ȐV and T p ϭ 315 ms, respectively, and with values at the end of the occlusion of T a ϭ 300 ȐV and T p ϭ 210 ms. The Ͱ i (n) time series of the ST-T complex evolution for the first four coefficients are shown in the bottom of 
Local Measurements of the Repolarization Period
We considered several measurements at specific points of the ECG that are traditionally used in clinical diagnosis. The parameter usually estimated in the ventricular repolarization period is the ST segment level. T wave was characterized by T-wave maximum amplitude and position with respect to the QRS (see Fig. 2 ).
Signal preprocessing (including selection of beats labeled as normal according to Aristotle (23), cubic splines baseline wander rejection (25) , and signal averaging (27)) was applied before measuring ST level and T-wave parameters. We averaged the ECG in subensembles of eight beats to get convergence time similar to that obtained when the KL method is adaptively applied with a signal-tonoise ratio improvement of ⌬SNR ϭ 15 dB.
On the continuously averaged ECG we measured the traditional indexes as described below. The ST level was estimated to a fixed distance from the QRS fiducial point detected by Aristotle (23) that roughly yields the commonly used ST60 measurement. The maximum amplitude and position of T wave were measured using the waveform limits detector described in (28) and recently validated with expert cardiologists (29) . The location of T-wave maximum (or minimum if it is inverted) is performed at the zero crossing of the low-pass differentiated signal. The maximum amplitude was estimated using as reference the isoelectric level between P-wave end and QRS onset (averaging 10 ms of this segment). T-wave maximum position (or RTm distance) was measured using the QRS fiducial point as reference point (see Fig. 2 ).
The Ischemic Changes Sensor Parameter
An ischemic changes sensor (ICS) parameter was defined and estimated for every studied index to compare its capability of detecting ischemic changes. This ICS parameter should provide information on the magnitude of changes that the corresponding index reflects. It was defined as ICS index ϭ ⌬index index , [6] where ⌬index is the magnitude of change in each index during PTCA occlusion, index is the standard deviation of the index measured in the control ECG, and index can be any of ST, T p , T a , Ͱ . In Fig. 7 an example which describes how this ICS parameter was developed is shown (the example corresponds to a ST(n) series). First, we used a control ECG recorded in the room or in the catheterization laboratory (previous to the inflation) to measure the standard deviation of changes. This value would reflect normal changes of ECG indexes, and thus changes during PTCA of the same order as index should not be considered significant. The control interval usually was 5 min long (the same order as the mean inflation time). During the occlusion period the magnitude of change in each index, ⌬index, was estimated applying a linear fitting model (see Fig. 7 ). When the absolute magnitude of changes is smaller than the standard deviation (͉⌬index͉ Ͻ index ) the factor is smaller than unity, and the larger the changes during the inflation the larger is the factor (in absolute value). Also, the ICS parameter sign permits one to distinguish between increase and decrease of the index during the occlusion. For example, a value of ICS ST ϭ Ϫ10 means that the ST segment level has decreased during the occlusion 10 times its ST value, i.e., 10 times its normal change during the control recording.
To define a decision rule that shows when repolarization changes had been detected with each of the indexes, we applied a threshold to the ICS parameter. Significant changes in the index were considered when the threshold was exceeded (͉ICS index ͉ Ͼ ). For each patient in each lead, we applied this decision rule with several values of to every index to decide whether a change had occurred.
By means of the ICS index we compared the traditional local measurements of ST segment and T wave to the global measurements of ST-T complex based on the KLT to determine which one can be more sensitive to the repolarization changes induced by ischemia. We obtained the trends series for the different indexes evaluated before and during PTCA and the corresponding ICS parameters were estimated.
RESULTS
Sensitivity to Ischemic-Induced Changes
The changes detected in the ventricular repolarization during balloon inflation were studied following the methods described above. The series of ST level (ST(n)), T-wave maximum position (T p (n)), and T-wave maximum amplitude (T a (n)) and the first two KL series for the T wave, ST segment, and
(n), and Ͱ STT 1 (n), respectively) were calculated and the magnitude of changes, ⌬index, and ICS parameter were estimated for each index and each lead in every patient.
During prolonged PTCA significant ischemic-induced changes were found. This can be seen in Fig. 8 in which mean and standard deviation (over all the patients) of the different indexes' variations during the occlusion (͉⌬index͉ and ͉⌬index͉ , respectively) are shown. These gross statistics were calculated considering variations in absolute value to avoid the cancellation of positive and negative changes among different patients. In Fig. 8a the estimated variations in both ST segment (mean between 29 and 109 ȐV, depending on the lead, for ST index) and T wave (mean between 34 and 43 ms in maximum position and between 44 and 176 ȐV in amplitude) are represented. In Figs. 8a and 8b it can be seen that leads V3, V2, V4, and III showed the largest changes in all the series, except in T p (n) series in which the variations were of the same order for all the leads. The standard deviation of changes (represented as bars attached to the mean values) in the different indexes ( ͉⌬index͉ ) are of the same order as the mean change the rest of indexes in the ischemia detection. The largest values of ͉ICS index ͉ were found again in leads V3, V2, V4, and III.
T-wave changes during PTCA that were accompanied by strong shape variations (including polarity inversions, changes from monophasic to biphasic waves, etc.) were detected by inspection of T-wave maximum amplitude and position series; e.g., when T-wave inversion or a phase change has occurred, a step change in T a (n) or T p (n) series, respectively, is often seen. In 32 dilations (35%) strong shape variations of T wave were found during the induced ischemia in at least one lead, showing that the repolarization period was affected with significant morphology changes in T wave. In Fig. 10 it is possible to see an example of T-wave amplitude trends (T a (n)) that reflects a step change as a result of the T-wave inversion during the occlusion.
The decision rule was applied with different values to the ICS parameter obtained for every index as we have described before (͉ICS index ͉ Ͼ ). In Fig. 11 we can see the sensitivity to the ischemic-induced changes obtained for the different studied indexes (and combinations of them), i.e. the percentage of patients that reflected changes in the different indexes (selecting ϭ 4). As the different order Ͱ i (n) series do not have redundant information (because the KLT is an orthogonal transform) we also considered the sensitivity by using a combination of two indexes: Ͱ change detection (see Fig. 11 ). The sensitivity improvement obtained by Ͱ STT 0,1 index (85% of mean among leads and 96% for QO leads combination) with respect to local indexes (ST (64% mean, 86% for QO), T p (33% mean, 60% for QO), and T a (37% mean, 67% for QO) can be seen in Fig. 11 in which the dashed lines represent the best performance of local and global indexes (Ͱ STT 0,1 and ST, respectively). This important result reveals that ventricular repolarization changes can be better detected using indexes that take into account global information from the entire ST-T complex than using local measurements. In fact, the KL-derived index corresponding to the entire ST-T complex (Ͱ STT ) had a higher sensitivity than those corresponding to the ST segment or T wave (Ͱ ST or Ͱ T , respectively), showing that the entire ST-T complex had been affected during the occlusion.
We have assumed that all the patients had changes in their ECGs as a response to the occlusion, but in several of them these effects could have been minimized by the presence of collateral flows, etc. Without this information it is not possible to consider the specificity problem. However, we can study the variation in the sensitivity with respect to the trade-off given not by the specificity (as would be desirable) but by the threshold value. We have applied different threshold values in the rule detection to calculate the dependence of the sensitivity on the threshold (see Fig. 12 for dependence in QO leads combination). Obviously, when is increased the sensitivity level decreases.
Comparative Incidence of Ischemia at ST Level and T Wave
To study the incidence of ischemia on the different ECG intervals we used both the local and the KL-derived indexes following the decision rule described before to classify the different changes found during PTCA. We distinguished among patients for which neither ST-level nor T-wave changes were detected (case 0,0), patients with T-wave but without ST-level changes (case 0,1), patients with ST-level but without T-wave changes (case 1,0), and cases with both ST-level and T-wave variations (case 1,1). In the first criterion, we used ST and T (p,a) (logical OR combination of T p , T a indexes) to decide if changes in ST segment and T wave, respectively, were found during PTCA. The results are shown in Fig.  13 (using ϭ 4) . In most cases ST-segment changes were present accompanied by T-wave changes (37% of cases). In 26% of cases only ST deviations were found (case 1,0) and in 13% only T-wave changes (case 0,1). The results also reveal that leads V2, V3, and V4 showed the most sensitive response to induced ischemia (lower percentage of cases 0,0, 15%). In the second criterion, the decision rule was applied to the ICS parameters of Ͱ Fig. 14. There were several differences in the classification given by the local measurements. There were fewer cases without any change than with the use of traditional indexes (8% vs 23% of case 0,0), as a result of the change detection increase when the global measurements were used. The (case 1,1) corresponding to changes detected throughout the ST-T complex was much larger (72%), and the (case 0,1) and (case 1,0) had the same occurrence (10%), showing that T-wave changes can be present (after the 4 min that the balloon typically was down) in the same percentage as ST deviations, indicative of the induced ischemia.
Case Study
Now we present a case that illustrates the fact that it is possible to find changes in the T-wave morphology without a significant ST level deviation. It also permits one to see that global indexes can provide useful information about those changes the estimated elevation was ⌬ST ϭ 22 ȐV. However it is evident from Fig.  15 that the ventricular repolarization has shown significant changes while the balloon was up in the other series. T-wave maximum position and amplitude series reflect these changes too: an increase of 115 ȐV in T-wave amplitude and a decrease of 73 ms in the maximum position were estimated, showing that there were significant changes in the T wave but not in the ST segment. It should be noted that the discontinuity in the series at the onset of PTCA appears because the angioplasty starts in a new ECG record, and probably displacements in the electrodes and the presence of the catheter, even with the balloon down, affected the ECG waveforms. The estimated variations during the angioplasty (⌬index) and the ICS parameter for traditional and global indexes are shown in Table 1 , reflecting whether repolarization changes were detected. The ICS ST parameter was unable to detect ischemic changes in this lead using ϭ 4. The use of global measurements as Ͱ STT (0,1) index allowed the detection of these changes that appear throughout the entire ST-T complex. This case has permitted us to illustrate the advantage of the use of global measurements that can account for changes present along the repolarization period and to show that changes in T wave can appear without ST-level deviations as a response to the ischemic conditions. 
DISCUSSION
We analyzed local and global measurements to determine which appeared to be the most sensitive in ischemic-induced change detection. All indexes were compared under similar performance conditions, selecting ⌬SNR in the adaptively estimated KL coefficients that yielded convergence time equal to the number of beats averaged in the traditional measurements. Regarding the noise in the estimation of the time series, several measures were taken to reduce its effects. In local indexes signal averaging was applied and in global series the uncorrelated noise was removed using an adaptive filter. Moreover, the effect of high-frequency noise has small projection on the first Ͱ i (n) series.
In the computer simulations it has been shown that two KL coefficient series permit us to track the signal evolution. In other applications such as ECG data compression the use of more basis functions could be needed to get a desired minimum reconstruction error (18) .
In the study of global indexes we derived basis functions and the corresponding time series for ST segment, T wave, and ST-T complex. The Ͱ STT i indexes showed the best sensitivity to the induced changes. The KL-derived indexes for ST segment and T wave also showed high levels of sensitivity but their use is more restricted because of the difficulty in defining their locations (in fact, the ST and T windows were taken with a gap between them to avoid accounting for changes in one window due to the other). The series were estimated with and without Bazett's correction but no significant differences in the final sensitivity performance were found. This heart rate correction was used to normalize the windows because it is a much more stable measurement than T maximum or end of T can be. In long QT syndrome patients the representation could be not as adequate and perhaps basis functions of higher order would be needed, but even in this case tracking of signal changes may be possible. The low projection of the first basis functions over the final part of the ST-T complex could make it difficult to study changes in this last part with only the first two basis functions, and it may be necessary to use functions of higher order to detect them.
The results of detection percentage were also calculated using a different signal processing for the T-wave series (T p (n), T a (n)). Instead of using the averaging, we tested a median filter of five samples in length that increased the detection percentage to values, in mean, from 33 to 49% for T p (n) and from 37 to 47% for T a (n). This significant increase is due to the better rejection of sudden transient changes of T-wave morphology in the control recording obtained with the nonlinear filter, which resulted in a decrease of index (and thus in an increase of the ICS parameter).
An important aspect is that changes detected by the Ͱ i (n) time series reflect any kind of morphological changes, including local changes (level, position, or amplitude changes) and global changes (energy, morphology variations, etc.), getting more information from the ECG signal than isolated measurements. In this work it seems reasonable to assume that changes found in the repolarization are related to the occlusion and that all of these changes are ischemic induced. In a generic study (not under PTCA controlled conditions) the specificity problem should be added. In PTCA recordings we know inflation and deflation times that defined the intervals in which the ischemia was expected to appear and the efforts were only dedicated to study the indexes' response to the occlusion. In the general use of the method the detection of the timings in which the changes are present should be considered.
Finally, regarding the incidence of changes on the ST level and T wave, the main result was that ST level deviations and T-wave changes used to appear together, as a result of the ischemic-induced changes. It was also shown that T-wave changes could appear in an earlier phase of the ischemia (as the ''ischemic cascade'' hypothesis predicts), but a similar number of cases (using global indexes) with ST deviations and without T-wave changes was also found.
CONCLUSIONS
The results showed that Ͱ STT (0,1) index obtained the best sensitivity in detection of ischemic-induced changes (more than 85% of patients detected) compared to local measurements (64% using ST, 33% with T p , and 37% with T a ). This reveals that ventricular repolarization changes can be better detected using indexes that get global information of the complex than using local measurements.
Both traditional and KL-derived indexes were used to classify the different changes found during PTCA. The results showed that in most of the cases (37% with local indexes and 72% with global indexes), when ST segment changes are present they are accompanied by T-wave changes, showing that repolarization changes are global variations of the entire period and not restricted only to ST segment. There were also found patients with changes in only one of the intervals: ST-segment deviations (26% with traditional indexes and 10% with global indexes) or T-wave changes (13% with traditional indexes and 10% with global indexes). The percentage of patients with no pattern of change using the KLbased indexes was lower (8%) than that obtained with the traditional measurements (23%), showing that the ischemic-induced changes were present throughout the ST-T complex and not only at specific locations.
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